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Drew Pearson
To Speak Next

Heads O f

Friday 8:00 P. M.

Named

Nykerk

Drew Pearson, the syndicated
columnist, will speak in the
Hope College Chapel next Friday evening at 8:00 p.m. His appearance is being sponsored by
the Student Council. Tickets for
townspeople are $1.50. Free
tickets for students can be
picked up next week in the
Student Council office in the
basement of Van Raalte. Students will, however, have to present both their tickets and their
ID cards at the door.
"Washington Merry - Go Round," Mr. Pearson's column,
appears in many papers throughout the country. His articles
arouse much comment and controversy in Washington and the
nation. His speech here should
stimulate student thought and
arouse much
discussion
on
campus.

One Month of Practice
This time it's the women's
turn. Nykerk Cup Contest will
be held November 18, 1961. Interclass Chairman is Mary Fryling. Class chairmen are: Senior
class, Doris Taylor; Junior class,
Janet
Hollander; Sophomore
class, None VandenBerg; Freshman class, Arlene Deitz.
Coaching the Sophomore play
will be Seniors Judy Sietsma and
Sharon Norris. Mary Jane Veurink will coach the Sophomore
orator and Marilyn Vander
Wilt will again lead the Class of
'64 in song.
^

Long hours, but seemingly not enough long hours, are being spent by cast and crew as the last
week of rehearsals are put in before the presentation of Truman Capote's THE GRASS
HARP. October 19, 20, 21, are the presentation dates; curtain time is 8:30. Single performance
tickets are on sale in VanRaalte, and season tickets are still available in the Little Theatre
office. Left to right: Turinsky, Jicha, Mortensen, Zegers, Stegink.

Homecoming: Social,Academic,Athletic
The hours of slaving, stuffing napkins in chicken wire, and painting are over for another year.
But the toil and the blisters were well worth the trouble for all, especially the lucky winners of the
sorority and fraternity float decorations, and dorm decorations.
Winners of the floats were: flrst place, Delphi, whose float title was "Time Will Tell"; second
place, Sibylline, whose float title was "Formula For The Future."
In the fraternity float division, the Cosmos took first place with their float, "What Does The
Future Hold?" Emmies came in second with "Orbiting To Victory."
Winners of the cottage decorations were Taylor who captured first place with their "Que Sera
Sera" and Oggel came in second with "Peeking Into The Future."
Winning dorm decorations went to Kollen for their "What Will The Future Hold?" and Voorhees for "2061, A World Of Hope-ites Come Home."
In the fraternity house division, the Fraters took first p-lace with their "Old Alumni Never
Die," and Cosmos' second, with the "Alumni Drive-in."
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Left top: Albion player stopped. Right top: Queen Barb Ver Meer presenting trophy. Bottom left:
winning Cosmo float. Bottom right: Mr. May and Dr. Van Zoeren at library dedication.
it

Nancy Rees and Mary TenPas,
Juniors, will coach the Freshman players. Marcia Meengs
will advise the Freshman orator
and the Freshman song will be
directed by Jean Paduch.

interview

African
Students
At Hope
Kenya, a small British colony
and protectorate of about 225,000
square miles on the east coast
of Africa, is typical of the
changing country but hides it.
The country is ignorant and
backward, and its people, for
the most part are pitifully poor.
Yet it is rapidly rising to an
exhilarating awareness of its
own strength and
potential
power. Like all its African
neighbors, it is restless and
hungry for independence.
This year, Hope College has on
its enrollment list the names of
two students from this fascinating and politically important
country. Alfayo Moturi and
Gilbert Odhiambo, two young
men, friends of some ten years,
can speak with insight about
Kenya and its problems, for in
a sense they are like Kenya itself; young, fearless, talented,
and eager for freedom.
After having met Gilbert and
Alfayo it is impossible to think
of them merely as Kenyese.
Their personalities are vital and
appealing in themselves, and
although their backgrounds are
very similar (both are from the
same district and have spent a
year at Alcorn College in Mississippi before coming to Hope, Gilbert is as different from Alfayo
as night from day.
Alfayo, a slender boy with an
irresistibly contagious grin, is
studying economics; his friend
Gilbert, whose sly humor is
equally irresistible, wants to become an obstetrician. Doctors,
especially native doctors, are
scarce in Kenya. His face takes
on an unconsciously noble expression.

By Kathy Verduin
"I want to help women," he
says in the beautifully modulated English he has in common
with Alfayo.
Both boys want to return to
Kenya; they love their mother
country and are eager for her
future freedom.
Kenya has been promised independence from Britain next
summer. What will be its future?
Gilbert and Alfayo say that most
Africans place their faith in
Jomo "Burning Spear" Kenyatta, leader of the independence
movement in Kenya, who was
released from prison this August
after nearly eight years. Kenyatta was jailed as chief organizer
of dreaded Mau Mau terrorists.
The brearded leader promises
unity of all Africa by non-violence; he himself is a colorful
character.
"He has three wives," Gilbert
explains, "One is an English professor, the third is one year old."
He means by this startling statement that the young lady has
been Mrs. Kenyatta for one
year.
Gilbert and Alfayo will be
returning to Kenya after their
education: Kenya is not, as many
Americans believe, a jungle. It.
possesses a seven-million dollar
airport and is booming with new
industries and cash crops such
as coffee, tea, cotton, and seisal.
Superstition is still prevalent,
but according to the two boys,
all Kenyese who are not Moslems
consider themselves Christians.
"All missionaries," the two add,
"who do not support a particular
country, are heartily welcomed."
This is the land from which
these Hope-ites come; there is
no doubt that the new Kenya,
the new, free nation, will be
molded by young people like
Alfayo Moturi and Gilbert
Odhiambo.
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Editorials

What Is Doing Elsewhere

Homecoming In Perspective
The academic and social events of Homecoming last weekend
were exciting and exhausting. In any event there is the inherent
paradox of good and bad.
On Friday and Sunday, Hope was privileged to hear four stimulating and controversial speakers (See page 3). Those who missed
the convocations and dedication missed a highlight of a college
career. It was a rare opportunity to hear such challenging thinking
on this campus. We, the students, should show more interest so that,
in the future, more cultural events will be planned. Indolence and
sloth do not justify anyone's absence. A more pathetic reason for
absence could be that minds were satiated from the material of
daily classes.
However, there were valid reason for missing the talks. Members of fraternities and sororities who spent time and energy on
trying to produce quality floats and decorations were weary. Those
few who grumble that the societies do little good, should remember
the sacrifices of homecoming.
On the other hand, the hours spent on homecoming should not
be an excuse for relenting on academics. That the professors realized this was shown by the abundance of exams this past week.
Students should not forget that college is both learning and service, both of which require work.

Here, in a nutshell, is news
from other campuses in this
area and also across the nation.
Concordia College, Moorhead,
Minnesota, has plans for a new
million dollar men's dormitory.
Also planned is a new one-story
music hall. Both projects will be
financed by a federal government loan.
Wheaton College women have
a new dormitory which was just
completed. Included in it are
kitchens, studies, typing rooms,
and laundry and ironing rooms.
The Brothers Four will entertain at Michigan Tech's Fall
Concert on November 4.
Albion College this summer
added to its campus a $15,000
language laboratory which will
accommodate forty students. It

Want Federal A i d For Schools?
The schools in the District of Columbia depend on the federal
government. The federal government aids them. The federal government controls them.
Just what dependence on the federal government can mean
to a community's education program was shown, according to the
Chamber of Commerce of the United States, by an article in a
Washington, D. C., newspaper* the day after Congress adjourned.
The headline read: SCHOOLS HURT BY INACTION ON D. C.
MONEY BILL.
The article said:
"District school children will bear the brunt of problems arising from Congress' failure to vote a 1962 revenue program for the
city. The result will be either more double sessions or a higher
pupil-teacher ratio."
The city's school superintendent was quoted:
"The children will pay the cost of this action."
Construction of two grade schools, a 17-room addition to a
grade school, and a junior high school would be deferred, the article said.
For the residents of the District of Columbia, federal money
goes hand-in-hand with federal control. Their school program is
tangled in the politics of Congress. Their "children will pay."
Do you want federal aid for schools?
•p B-l, THE WASHINGTON POST, September 28, 1961
—CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF UNITED STATES

Coming Events
"The Grass Harp" 8:30 p.m. Little Theatre

October 14:

Football game with Olivet at Charlotte

October 17:

Rev. Hoekstra speaking at S.C.A. 7:00 p.m.

October 20:

Drew Pearson, 8:00 p.m., Chapel

October 21:

SCA Canoe Trip
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nearly a month living with a
native family to better learn the
language and absorb the culture.
Workers are sent where most
needed and wanted. For instance, the Philippines requested
English and science teachers,
India desired help in increasing
food production, many small
communities ask for librarians,
bricklayers, doctors, or architects. Attempts are made to comply with a country's request
whenever possible.
Any student desiring further
information on the peace corps,
its program or its requirements,
may contact the Anchor staff.

A session of schooling for six
or seven weeks, held at major
universities throughout the nation, is the first step which the

candidate takes. Peace Corpsmen
must learn the language, culture,
history, economics and government. Depending on their area
of labor, they also take specific
courses connected with their
work. ..A teacher learns new
teaching methods, an agricultural expert must learn about soil
technology, horticulture, and
animal husbandry. All become
indoctrinated in the American
heritage and United States affair. Physical conditioning and
personal adjustment training are
also necessary. Additional adjustment training takes place
after arrival overseas. For example, volunteers in Pakistan spend

OTHERS SPEAK

World Mews Flash

A new frontier in foreign aid
has appeared on the horizon
in the form of the Peace Corps
conceived by President Kennedy.
This plan was an answer to the
lack of employment for educated
young people in the United
States, and the desperate cry for
help from literacy-starved nations. The majority of the Corps
workers are college graduates,
many with post-graduate credits.
Less than 10% of the men and
women are married couples.

Dear Editor:
Dr. Fine, the second speaker
featured on the Friday of Academic Homecoming, spoke on the
topic "The Place of the Humanities in the Space Age." After an
ample introduction by Dr. Hollenbach, Dr. Fine began his
speech with the series of customary jokes designed to put everyone at ease. His speech, I felt,
was composed mainly of generalities and concepts which have
no relation to the situation in
which we find ourselves today.
One of the most prominent
generalities that he presented
was that of the E-bomb of education. The education bomb,
which I a s s u m e d
meant
the humanities, is going to save
the world from a totally destructive war which science has
made possible. When asked
about the education bomb at the
reception following his speech,
Dr. Fine became very evasive.
He said that perhaps through
education our country would
eliminate racial prejudice. This
was the extent of the reply
which he offered to the question.
But how is this elimination of
race prejudice going to help us?
Even if all the neutrals were
suddenly convinced the U.S.A.
is not really so bad after all,
what would we do in our campaign to "educate" the Russians?
The chances are that if the
neutrals did side w i t h us
Khruschev or his successors
would say "Isn't that nice, how
many divisions do the neutrals
have?"
The problems of dealing with
a totalitarian state like Russia
goes beyond the problem of education.

JLristin Blank
-

in seeing it, the Male Animal
will be presented by the drama
department of Pasadena City
College, Pasadena, California, on
October 27 and 28.
A $2,100,000 expansion and
remodeling of the University of
Texas' student activities and
recreational center has been
completed at no cost to the
school. The cost of the construction will be financed over a 30year period by a $5 fee per semester paid by the students
themselves.
Kalamazoo College has adopted a four-quarter calendar year
program. Under this system,
students will take three subjects
each quarter and will be expected to do more outside studying.

A Glance At The Peace Corps

All in all, the weekend was a success through planning which
brought into balance the academic and the social.
—G. W.

October 19-21:

is the first such facility built at
Albion.
Tentative plans are for Central Michigan University to participate in the CBS "Classroom
of the Air" biology course.
Calvin College has dropped
its Saturday Chapel. Chapel services will now be held only on
Monday, Wednesday and Friday
with Monday Chapel reserved
for guest speakers, Wednesday
Chapel set aside for a faculty
speaker and on Friday a student
speaker to be in charge.
Middlebury College in Vermont will soon have a swimming pool added to its campus,
thanks to the combined resources of a bequest and an
anonymous gift.
In case anyone is interested

History has proven that an
educated people are not necessarily a humane, or, to quote Dr.
Fine, an understanding people,
pie.
The solution to the present
problem, if indeed it can be
solved, lies in the universal acceptance of an ethical code in
international relations which
will restore a sense of truth,
justice, and trust between
nations.
William Jones

by Richard Boyd
(Dallas, Texas) Cancer-stricken House Speaker Sam Raybum
developed pneumonia Wednesday, at Baylor University Medical
Center, and sank into a coma.
Who will be able to fill the Speaker's place? The likeliest contender for the post is 69-year-old John McCormack of Massachusetts. However, competing the hardest against McCormack is 45year-old Richard Boiling of Missouri. The House is expected to
decide on a successor next week.
(New York) Space Agency Chief James E. Webb has told the
American Rocket Society that the U. S. is considering a plan to
have spacemen assemble lunar ships from parts orbiting the earth.
(Tokyo) Red Chinese Chief of Staff warns dispatch of American troops to Southeast Asia would endanger peace.
(Washington) General James A. Van Fleet was called out of
retirement to use his knowledge of guerrilla warfare to train troops.
(United Nations) Will Burma's U. Thant be the successor to
Dag Hammarskjold? The Russian's Troika plan failed. There were
still strong tides of support for Mongi Slim, and for Irish Ambassador Frederick Boland, also possible candidates for SecretaryGeneral.
(Berlin) There has been no change in a weakening of the crisis
in the past month, only a shift of views and discussions. Kennedy
reported in a news conference Wednesday, that he saw no immediate way to settlement.
U. S. Battle group held exercises to test defenses; West Berlin
police may get U. S. M-l Rifles.
(London) Gromyko flew to Moscow with pledge that Russia
will do its best to facilitate peaceful solution to Berlin.
(Leopoldville, Congo) U. S. Air Attache in Congo was forced
to sweep steps to Lumumba Monument during visit to Stanleyville.
(AFL-CIO) Top AFL-CIO command invited teamster locals
dissatisfied with Hoffa leadership to quit and join former parent
union.
(Orlando, Fla.) Teamster President Hoffa was re-indicted for
alleged misuse of union funds in Florida land deal.
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A LOOK AT ACADEMIC HOMECOMING
Critical View of
Homecoming Speakers
Dr. Pollard on
Science & Religon
To those students who attended the Friday evening lecture
during Homecoming weekend,
the name Dr. William Pollard,
is now synonymous with more
than Oak Ridge Institute. Dr.
Pollard, as a distinguished scientist, is aware of the possibilities and accomplishments of science as well as of its frustrations, perils and anxieties. However, of even more importance
was his obvious awareness of
the relevance of the Christian
faith to this scientific era.
His lecture, entitled "Christianity and Science, Past and
Future," was a comprehensive
and well- - informed study. It
drew clearly the parallels between these movements of Western civilization which represent
man's greatest achievements.
A great deal of time was spent
on a synopsis of the birth,
growth, and history of both the
Christian movement and that of
science. Although this information was most interesting and
well organized, to those of us
who were anticipating some
real comparisons and contrasts,
it was nothing more than a filler. It was not until the last
half of the lecture that Dr. Pollard brought in his parallels between Christianity and science.
Beginning with Christianity, he
stressed the fact that it is an
awareness of the reality of God
which causes men to respond to
Christianity. Similarly, science is
currently widely accepted because of its reality, its ability
to show us the inner structure
of things.
It is in their relation to reality that we are able to draw a
parallel between
Christianity
and science. Dr. Pollard very
positively ascertained that there
is no need for our culture to be

in constant turmoil over the incompatibility of t h e s e two
things. Rather, we should look
upon them as complementary to
each other. This is not to say
that science and its vision is as
great as God's vision which
is universal and transcends time
and space, but that
science
fills - in those areas of reality
where Christianity is able to do
nothing for Christianity obviously reveals little of the
physical world and of nature.
Science, on the other hand, is
able to lead us into the wonders
of physical reality. It can tell
us nothing about the nature of
God and man, but when we join
it with Christianity, we have
representation of the entire
range of reality. Separately,
each offers only a partial view.
In conclusion. Dr. Pollard laid
heavy emphasis upon the fact
that the challenge of our times
is to respond to the space age,
but to do so without losing hold
of the great gift of the Spirit.
We must have the capacity to
respond fully to both. This ability to embrace both, in varying
degrees, will give the benefits
of all God's gifts at this moment of time.
The fact that Christianity and
science are complementary and
are both exceedingly useful, one
giving us the reality of the spiritual world and the other that
of the physical world, was a
point missed by many who attended the lecture. This was
most likely due to the length
of the introductory material.
Nevertheless, the student body
of Hope College was privileged
to hear as excellent a scientist
and churchman as Dr. Pollard.
His lecture was easily understandable and also gave several
concrete suggestions and answers. This was a refreshing and
much welcome change from the
usual idealistic, answerless and
altogether too nebulous speech
to which we are so often submitted.—N.S.

S. C. A.
The SCA wil bring to the campus the Rev. Harvey Hoekstra
to speak to the college on Tuesday, Oct. 17, at 7 p.m.
The Rev. Harvey Hoekstra is
a linguist and missionary from
the Upper Nile Province of the
Sudan in Africa.

Dr. Boulding &
Social Science
Dr. Kenneth Boulding, noted
economist, was the first speaker
of academic homecoming. The
title of his speech was "Social
Science; A Tool of Good Will."
"Man has been and still is in
despair and frustration over his
ability to conquer the world's
social problems" reported Dr.
Boulding.
- The last hundred years has
shown little " advancement in
social understanding. According
to Dr. Boulding, man's greatest
fear is the H bomb and man's
greatest social accomplishment
is the abolition of slavery.
The problem lies in society's
great complexity. All the goodwill in the world cannot change
social systems. Dr. Boulding
went on to say that the greatest
task today is the study of social
systems.
Dr. Boulding feels that the
way to come to greater understanding of social systems is
through communicable public
knowledge as in science, as opposed to the private wisdom and
skill in the past of craftsmen.
The three main elements of a
social system are: necessary
mechanical relations, chance as
opposed to the kind of laws as
known in astronomy, and f r e e dom, which is man's image of
the future. Dr. Boulding went
on to posit that the problem of
the scientific method in the
social sciences has not been
solved because knowledge itself
is part of the system being
studied.
In conclusion Dr. Boulding
said that, although there is a
limit to scientific knowledge,
man must push forward in
order to express his good will
more intelligently. In parting,
Dr. Boulding stated, "The worst
decease is ignorance."—G.W.

In his opening statement Dr.
Michaelson said, '"The concept
of freedom is meaningful only
when used in context." He went
on to say that freedom for
Christians, as stated by St. Paul,
is a release from human bondage
of the spirit. Dr. Michaelson deducted from this that Christian
freedom and free intellectual inquiry combine to promote unrestricted learning as should be
done in college.
He went on to say that these
two freedoms should not be
limited or protected by a particular culture or point of view.
Christianity does not necessarily
depend on Western culture or
ideology. The place for pursuing
knowledge is in a library. .
Dr. Michaelson concluded that
with knowledge and spiritual
freedom, as in Christianity, men,
who are disciples and dutiful
servants of God, are free from
personal cares to be servants
or "priests to all men's needs."
—G.W.

Dr. Fine on the
Humanities' Role
Dr. Benjamin Fine, journalist,
instructor and revered columnist on education, spoke to students, faculty members, and
alumni of Hope College in the
Dimnent Memorial Chapel, Friday, October 6, at 2:00 p.m. Dr.
Fine was the second of three
speakers in Hope's second Academic Homecoming.
In introducing his subject,
"The Place of the Humanities
in this Space Age," Dr. Fine
said, "We want not only eternal
life, but also eternal youth. An
educated man, an educated society needs both."
Young people today must
realize that material things can
not give them eternal youth.
Not the mortar and bricks of
the new Van Zoeren Library,
but the wisdom and knowledge
of the ages contained in this
new building can help men secure eternal youth.
"You need to build a still
bigger and better bomb," Dr.

Fine said, "the E bomb — the
education bomb." Only this
bomb can penetrate effectively
Iron Curtains. Through the liberal arts and the humanities,
men must develop minds which
recognize the use of decency,
honesty, independence, and brotherhood as tools in the building
of a better world.
Dr. Fine spoke of the American's omnipresent concern for
"having fun" and suggested that
we must develop the "ability to
enjoy a sunset as much as a
paycheck." This ability is the
result of a type of vision which
we can learn in the study and
appreciation of the humanities.
"But," cautioned Dr. Fine,
"Eternal youth and eternal life
by themselves are not enough.
We need an
understanding
heart, an understanding appreciation of our fellowmen." This
comes with vision and it is this
that distinguishes our democracy from the communisms of
other nations. It is this understanding heart, which, had we
not lost it in our intensified emphasis upon weapon building,
would solve many of today's
problems. "It is not bigger and
better bomb shelters that we
need, but a bigger and better
sense of an
understanding
heart."
The humanities must teach us
how to "be humane, how to live
with our neighbors, and how to
develop a deeper sense of personal integrity.
"The educated person in a
free society must help to preserve our cultural values. He
must help raise and maintain
our moral, religious, and spiritual values, as well as our economic standards. Because freedom is a hallmark of democracy, the educated person must
help keep freedom alive and
must transmit the democratic
tradition from one generation to
the next."
In concluding. Dr. Fine spoke
of the "inner strength" which
we get from our humanities.
"We must build a mountain,"
he said, "at the top of which
we can say, 'This is the place
from which the Lord can be
seen/ This, then, is our mission."
—K.B.

Dr. Michaelson on
Freedom &
Radio Station Now Broadcasting
W.T.A.S., the Hope College music played on each program
radio station, started
another is dependent upon its broadEducation
school year of broadcasting on casting time. Monday through
Before Dr. Michaelson of the
State University of Iowa gave
his speech of library dedication
on "Christian Freedom and
Higher Education," the chapel
choir, with a brass ensemble, set
the atmosphere with an impressive processional.

The theme for his speech will
be: "We hear them telling in our
own tongues the mighty works
of God."

September 22, 1961. The station,
heard only on campus and run
solely by Hope students, broadcasts every day of the week.
An innovation this year is an
extension of radio time from
12:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m., Monday
through Friday. The type of
COPYRIGHT ©

Friday from 6:30 p.m. to 8:00
p.m. rock and roll or popular
music is heard. From 8:00 p.m.
to 1:00 a.m. study music is
broadcast. On Saturday from
9:00 a.m. to 1:00 a.m. all types
of music are played.

1 9 6 1 , THE COCA COLA C O M P A N Y . COCA-COLA A N D COKE ARE REOlSTCREO T R A D E M A R K S

The tribes he works with have
only a spoken language and have
never had a written language.
Therefore these people do not
know how to read. .

Campus Organizations
Inter-Fraternity Council
On October 10 all member fraternities were present. The pizza
break for all non-fraternity men who are planning to rush will be
at 9:00 p.m. in Juliana room in Durfee Hall on October 16. Rushing begins at 12 noon, Wednesday, October 18.
The Dean who was not present made suggestions on strengthening the proposed constitution.' The suggestions were considered
and corrections made. It is hoped that fraternities will ratify the
constitution before the end of rushing. /
The winner of the scholastic trophy will be announced when
Pan-Hellenic gets its lists in order.
S.N.E.A.
"Discussion of problems of interest that are not covered in
ordinary classroom situations is the basic aim of the Student Education Association," commented Mr. John J. VerBeek, advisor to
the organization.
More than 100 Hope students participate monthly in the
meetings of the SEA. Primarily aimed at upperclassmen, the
organization gives students a chance to get acquainted with the
MEA (Michigan Educational Association), the SMEA (Student
Michigan Education Association) and the NEA (National Education
Association).
Dues for the association are $3.50. This includes club dues
and subscriptions to various journals. It also covers the expenses
for delegates to regional meetings.
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60 million times a day people get that refreshing new feelinf
with ice-cold Coca-Cola!
Bottled undtr »irt(K)rlty of TJi# Coe»<oli Compmy by

SallC/ G r a n d RapidS/ Mich.
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Last Quarter Decides Game

Athlete's Feat

by Bob Kreunen
For three quarters, Hope College's Flying Dutchmen battled
a vastly experienced Albion team to a virtual standstill. Scoring
two first-half touchdowns on the passing arm of Jim Bultman,
Hope led 14-6 at the half and 14-12 at the three quarter mark,
only to have the Britons drive for two fourth period touchdowns
and a 26-14 victory.
Without doubt, experience proved to be a key factor on this
warm October afternoon. Albion's team consists of seasoned
veterans of MIAA football, many juniors and seniors who are
holdovers from last year's championship team. Because ineligibilities have left the Dutch with several holes to plug, they have
been forced to use freshmen and sophomores with very
limited or no college football experience. This has been especially true on defense where there have often been as many as six
or seven first year men in the line-up at one time. It was this
experience, or lack of it, that killed the Dutch in the crucial
fourth quarter.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

It is true that the offensive players and, particularly the
offensive backs, draw most of the raves and praise. Thus it is
true that, when a player excells defensively, it is often apt to
go unnoticed. The captain of this year's Hope team is a player
who falls in this category. Although Sharky Vander Woude was
an All-Conference selection on offense last year, it is on defense
that Sharky stands out, and never was this more evident
then last Saturday. From his middle linebacker spot in Hope's
defensive alignment, Sharky was all over the field, time and
time again stopping what surely looked to be like long gains by
Albion's hard-charging backs. For his great performance in last
Saturday's game, hats off to the captain of the Dutch.
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Hope will once again seek its first victory of the 1961 campaign tomorrow night against a greatly improved Olivet team.
Olivet, once the doormat of the MIAA, is thus far undefeated
with conference wins over Adrian and Kalamazoo. The game
is to be played at Charlotte, Mich., and will be part of a ceremony dedicating a newly built football stadium. Last year Hope
had very little trouble in downing the Comets 49-0, but as this
year's records show, it will not be easy tomorrow night.

Intra-Murals
Football
Fraters
Indies
Arkies
Cosmos
Knicks
Emmies
Tennis
Cosmos
Knicks
Emmies
Fraters
Arkies
Golf
Fraters
Cosmos
Knicks
Emmies
Arkies

What started to be a promising afternoon turned out a disappointing experience for Hope
College's football team last
Saturday as they lost their
Homecoming game and conference opener againt Albion College, 26-14, at Riverview Park.
Hope led at half time 14-6, but
Albion, displaying a strong running and passing attack in three
long scoring drives came back
the second half to win final
honors.
With 27 seconds left in the
first quarter, Albion's
Elzy
carried around left end for 78
yards and the first score. Willis's
point after touchdown was no
good.
Midway in the second quarter
Bob Schrotenboer of Hope recovered an Albion fumble on the.
Brition's 15th. It took Hope seven
plays to score with quarterback
Bultman tossing to fullback
Steve Slaugh for the final two
yards. Neil Goodrich successfully converted to put Hope out in
front, 7-6.
Recovering another fumble on
Albion's 47, Hope's flying Dutehmen quickly rushed in for another score. Again it was Schrotenboer who fell on the ball.
Hope scored in seven plays with
Bultman throwing a 15-yarder
to Vander Woude, who caught
the ball on the one and stepped

into the end zone. Goodrich
again converted to put Hope
ahead, 14-6, with 1:54 remaining before the half.
Hope's two scores were the
first to cross an Albion goal line
in their last three games.
In the second half, Albion
got the ball, the breaks, and the
victory. The first Albion second
haif drive covered 65 yards after
they returned Hope's kickoff to
their 35. The other two drives
were of 80 yards each.
Ray Hoag smashed off tackle,
two yards to climax a 10-play
drive for the initial second half
tally with 9:29 left in the third
quarter. Gould's run for extra
point failed.
Later, after an exchange of
kicks, Hope punted and Albion
took over on the 20, and, in 17
plays, Elzy rolled over tackle for
the final yard. Christiansen took
a pitch from Gould for a twopoint play to put Albion in front,
20-14.
Hope received the kickoff and
picked up its only rushing first
down of the second half, but
then bogged down and punted.
Albion then got the ball and
Hoag immediately broke away
for 52 yards to the Hope 11,
where he was caught from behind by Jim Bultman. Elzy went
to the two and Hoag ran the
final two yards with 5:18 left

in the game. Paul Willis converted.
Sharky Vander Woude, playing his first game at left half
back, was outstanding, picking
up 60 yards in 15 carries. His
greatest feat was on defense
where, from his line-backing
position, he either made or assisted in almost every tackle.
MIAA Football Standings
W
Albion
Olivet
Alma
Hope
Adrian
Kalamazoo

Harriers Drop
Close One
Sparked by captain Sherri
Schaffer's first-place finish, the
Hope College four-mile men
came close to beating favored
Albion. The Briton's, however,
edged Hope 27-32 in a meet held
at the American Legion Country
Club. For Hope, A1 Hoffman
placed third, and Dirk De Velder finished fifth.
Tomorrow, Coach Siedentop's
squad runs against Olivet in an
away meet.
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W E NEED YOUR HEAD IN
OUR BUSINESS

POST'S BARBER SHOP
Three
331

Barbers

College

Ave.

range from the reaches of space

A
FINE
PLACE
TO
DINE

Unretouched time exposure shows Echo I communications satellite (long line)
crossing the heavens right to left. Shorter lines are stars " i n motion."

BOONE'S
CITY

KITCHEN

G O O D FOOD
AT PRICES YOU LIKE
TO PAY

68 East Eighth Street
Open 7 A.M. to 7

P.M.

Closed O n l y on Sundays

-3tEBELINK FLORIST

to the depths of the sea

Actual undersea photo of telephone cable off coast of Florida.

238 River Avenue
Phone EX 2-9496
'Flowers for Every Occasion''

W E SPECIALIZE I N -

Our job is providing communications
of all kinds, wherever n e e d e d - w h e t h e r
in the northern snows to flash word of
possible enemy missile attack, or in your
home or c o l l e g e , or in s e r v i n g t h e
nation's business.

COLLEGE-TYPE HAIRCUTS

DETER'S
BARBER SHOP
326 River Ave.
F O X ' S
12 W e s t 8th St.
H o l l a n d , Mich.
Diamonds - Watches - Gifts
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When we can't fill a need off the shelf,
then we start fresh and create the answer
to the problem. We've done that hundreds of times.
We began transatlantic radiotelephone
service in 1927. Then we developed the

world's first undersea telephone cables
to speed calls between continents.

transmit mountains of data at extremely
high speeds.

We handled the world's first telephone
conversation via satellite. And we have
s t a r t e d d e v e l o p m e n t of an i m p o r t a n t
world-wide communications system employing satellites.

And so it goes-Long Distance service,
Direct Distance Dialing, the Transistor,
the Solar B a t t e r y - a succession of firsts
which goes back to the invention of the
t e l e r h o n e itself.

When industry and government needed
a way of gathering huge amounts of
coded information from distant points,
we were ready with our vast telephone
n e t w o r k a n d D a t a - P h o n e , w h i c h can

Universal communications-the finest,
most dependable anywhere-are what we
deliver. Inside: for home, office, or plant.
OutsidP on land, under the sea, through
the air,

Bk BELL TELEPHONE

SYSTEM

